Huxley building which is in Exhibition Road next to the Victoria and Albert Museum.
He apparently stayed on at College for an extra year demonstrating and teaching, as his name appears in the prospectus of 1900/1901 as an assistant. He also apparently impressed Sir Norman Lockyer, Professor of Astronomical Physics, who took him on part time as a teacher and put him in charge of instruction in the use of surveying and magnetic instruments. This was clearly a lead to the important scientific contributions to come from Smith during the next ten years.
It appears that Smith took an interest in student affairs as he became editor of the College magazine. An article of his in this magazine appears under the title 'Note on the Clubs and Societies of the Royal College of Science and Royal School of Mines'. This was drawn up especially for new students to explain to them why they were being called upon to subscribe one shilling per term to the Students' Union activities.
He was a loyal 'old boy' in that he joined the Old Students' Association on leaving College and served on the Committee from 1913 to 1932. He held the honorary post of a Vice President from 1926 until his death.
Frank Edward Smith
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R esearch at N ational Physical Laboratory In the nineteenth century the leading body in the U.K. concerned with a broad range of scientific subjects was the British Association for the Advance ment of Science. In many respects it played a much larger part than did the Royal Society; for example, Bessemer announced his steelmaking process to a meeting of the B.A. in 1856. Its publications at that time were a record of current advances, particularly those of practical importance to industry.
One of its major successes was the encouragement of accurate measure ment of physical quantities and the setting of standards thereof. Many of the prominent scientists of the day became concerned with electrical quantities and their work was pulled together by a Committee on Electrical Units and Standards set up as early as 1861. It was realized, however, that a more concentrated effort was required and the B.A. proposed to the Government that a special laboratory for this and other purposes should be set up. The formation of the National Physical Laboratory was approved in 1899 and Sir Richard Glazebrook was appointed as its first Director. The Laboratory opened in January 1900, at the Kew Observatory, but in 1902 it moved to the more luxurious premises of Bushy House. By this time the staff had grown to nine with two Departments, one of Engineering under T. E. Stanton as Superintendent, one of Physics which Glazebrook controlled himself with the rank of Superintendent.
Among the first of Glazebrook's assistants was F. E. Smith who in his last year at R.C.S. had become more and more involved in the study of electrical instruments. The records of the N.P.L. show rapid promotion to 'Principal Assistant' in 1909 and Superintendent, Electricity (Department) in 1917.
Glazebrook clearly was an assiduous worker and a remarkable inspirer of young men. These two characteristics became part of Smith and remained with him all his life. This association with Glazebrook no doubt made Smith's progress easier than it would otherwise have been, but it can in no way reduce the admiration for the remarkable investigations he carried out in little more than a decade.
With Ayrton and Mather of the City and Guilds College advising on general principles, Smith built at the N.P.L. the current balance, which, with small modifications, is still in use there. At the end of the investigation, in 1907, he could write 'the current weigher has proved to be the most perfect absolute electrical instrument hitherto constructed, and has enabled us to determine the ampere to a very high degree of accuracy. In fact the unit is now known with a precision considerably greater than any other electrical quantity of which absolute measurements have been made'. The record was soon to be beaten-by Smith himself.
Before he undertook the absolute measurement of the ohm, he had to turn his attention to developing or improving the methods of determining the working units-the so-called 'international units'. These had been defined in terms of properties of materials, because it had been widely believed that absolute measurements were too inaccurate and too troublesome. Lord Rayleigh had always held the opposite view, and Smith was well on the way to prove he was right.
The 'international ampere' was defined by a fixed quantity of silver deposited by electrolysis of silver nitrate-in theory a very simple and convenient definition, but in practice its measurement was complicated by subsidiary effects which increased the mass of the deposit. In order to com pare the 'international ampere' with the absolute ampere obtained from the current balance, Smith developed a form of voltameter (i.e. coulometer) which turned out to be as good, if not better, than any existing one.
Next he devoted his attention to realizing the 'international ohm', defined in terms of the resistance of a column of mercury of specified dimensions. This realization also is subject to pitfalls, but Smith's remarkable aptitude for accurate measurements enabled him to overcome them all.
Realization of units is not profitable without the availability of reliable, stable material standards. In electricity two are required, and the most satisfactory ones are the standard resistor for resistance, and the Weston cell for electromotive force. The Weston cell, made according to an internationally agreed specification, was apt to be unstable and not very reproducible. Smith, using his training in chemistry, tackled the problem and solved it; a small, known quantity of acid in the electrolyte gave the cell a stability which has hardly been improved upon in the sixty years since the completion of his work.
After his success with the current balance Smith devoted his attention to the measurement of resistance in absolute units. He selected for development a method suggested by L. V. Lorenz which is simple in principle but until then could not be used with an accuracy comparable to that obtained with the current balance. In a few years, with financial help from the Company of Drapers and from Sir Andrew Noble, F.R.S., the 'Lorenz machine' had been constructed at Elswick and was erected at the National Physical Laboratory, where it still is. By 1913 Smith had used it for comparisons of the absolute and international ohm to an accuracy not before attained, in the order of one or two parts in one hundred thousand.
This work led Smith to undertake wider responsibilities. He was very active assisting Glazebrook who was the official secretary to the B.A. Electrical Standards Committee and Editor of the Committee's reports; later Smith took over most of these functions. In 1906 he put forward a proposal for an International Congress on Electrical Units and Standards to be held in London at the invitation of the British Government. This was accepted and the Congress was held in October 1908. The units decided upon then are still in use with only minor modifications.
As a follow-up Smith was sent to Washington in 1910 to assist the National Bureau of Standards to implement the decisions of the Congress. In a paper published by this Bureau it is stated that his work 'marks the beginning of a new epoch in the history of absolute measurement of electrical quantities'.
Smith's work was recognized by his election in 1918 to the Fellowship of the Royal Society. He had been proposed four years earlier by Lord Rayleigh and supported by twelve other Fellows.
In the autum n of 1914 the staff of the N.P.L. became involved in the war. Some like Smith made im portant technical contributions, as referred to in the next section. M any others fought throughout the war. There is in existence a post-war letter signed by forty-one returned soldiers, sailors and airmen thanking Smith for his 'many kind efforts' on their behalf, the comforts he distributed and his concern for their future welfare. The letter accompanied a gift.
Before the war ended, however, there were to be big changes. The N.P.L. was transferred on 1 April 1918 to the Department of Scientific and In dustrial Research which had been set up 3 years previously. This meant much loss of freedom because of the introduction of Treasury control and the transfer of the staff to the Civil Service. This was not to Glazebrook's liking and he retired in September 1919 to be succeeded by Sir Joseph Petavel. Smith left the N.P.L. the following year to join the Admiralty and thus he went into the Civil Service at the deep end.
A NAVAL CAREER
Wars bring about big changes, particularly in technology. Prior to 1914 progress in the Navy largely came from outside the Service from the efforts of the technical staffs of the big engineering or armament firms, egged on by keen Naval officers with a bent for such things. The constructional and engineering staff of the Admiralty, however, had not much contact with the emerging advances in science. On the outbreak of war many young scientists 'shouldered a rifle' but after about a year eminent scientists like Rutherford, J. J. Thomson and many others persuaded the Admiralty to take a more positive line. Accordingly the Board of Invention and Research was formed and staff and facilities were collected. Many of the N.P.L. staff including F. E. Smith were drawn in.
The full scope of F.E.'s work is presumably buried in confidential files but one important result is on record, the invention of the first magnetic mine. This type of mine is laid on the sea bottom in shallow water and is exploded by the change in the earth's magnetic field when a steel ship passes overhead.
At the same time Dr A. B. Wood was developing an acoustic mine that would be triggered by the noise of a ship's propellor. This device could be fitted to the standard buoyant mine, that is one moored to lie about ten feet below the surface. There were pros and cons for each type and competition was intense and healthy. The following quote from an article written much later by Wood (see Journal of the Royal Naval Scientific Service 1965, 20, 32) gives more details and indicates the atmosphere. 'Professor J. C. McLennan (McGill, Montreal) and Kenneth Kingdom were working on F. E. Smith's magnetic mine. In principle, this mine used a magnetic system of two bar magnets, one having a large moment of inertia and the other relatively small. These were pivoted vertically above one another and when at rest pointed N-S. One magnet carried a pair of contact wires and the other a single wire, mounted in such a way that a small deflection of one magnet relative to the other would bring the wires into contact and fire the mine. The mine was not allowed to come into operation for some time after laying in order to permit the two magnets to settle down in the natural N-S position. The subsequent passage of a steel ship over the magnetic system would then deflect the small magnet more quickly than the larger one and consequently cause firing. I well remember Professor McLennan and F. E. Smith condoling with me when my acoustic mine was so easily countermined (i.e. wastefully set off by a nearby explosion), pointing out, of course, that such a thing was not possible with a magnetic mine. But I also remember a little later when the "purely formal" countermining trials of the magnetic mine took place in Spithead. The hemispherical ground mine was laid and a firing lead from it brought to the "observing" ship and connected to an indicating bell circuit. The countermining charge, about half a ton of T.N.T., was laid about 100 yards away, also on the sea bed, like the " M " mine.
'However, when the countermining charge was fired the bell rang and continued to ring off and on for at least a minute, the cause, no doubt, beingdue to the ground shock of the explosion violently shaking both magnets which, in their undamped condition, continued to close the firing contacts intermittently for so long a period. Needless to say, the A.C.M. (anti countermining) mechanism, shock contact and clock, of my acoustic mine now became a matter of more urgent interest for the magnetic mine. The clockwork delay mechanism finally chosen for the purpose was a modified Ingersoll watch mechanism which could in 1918 be bought very cheaply in large numbers. The magnetic mines were ultimately laid before the war ended, but I have no reliable information as to their effectiveness. ' In regard to the last sentence, F.E., in the same issue (p. 13) says-'How ever, a number of German submarines were sunk and I received an award of £2000 from the Admiralty. Wood ought to have been the Golden Age of Naval science because it should have been so easy for scientists to do a whole lot of things that had never been attempted before. It was, however, no Golden Age, for whatever problem the scientists attacked they were faced with an appalling lack of data about the properties of the things they were called upon to deal with. While, for instance, the Hydrographers of the Navy had for centuries collected information about the shape of the oceans and the currents in the waters of the sea, hardly anything was known about sea water. The velocity of sound could be found in books of tables but how did this depend upon temperature and salinity? How great was the magnetic field of a ship ? W hat was the nature of the pressure-time curve of an under water explosion? You could ask, but no-one could answer. W hat was worse,, there were no means for finding out. There was thus no lack of ways in which known scientific principles could possibly be exploited, but the data by which to test these possibilities had never been collected. Present day Naval scientists have at their disposal much invaluable data, and equipment and facilities far beyond the pipe-dreams of 1914, but they are running very short of new principles. ' In contrast with the Second World War, the First W ar ended without science having time to make a real impact on the Services, with some excep tions such as in the fields of aviation and communication. But the lesson has been learned, partly at least. After the demise of the Admiralty Board of Invention and Research Professor McLennan was appointed for a short time as Scientific Adviser. This was followed in 1920 by the formation of the Scientific Research and Experimental Department under the direction of F. E. Smith who thus became the first Director of Scientific Research in any of the Services. The organization also provided for the erection of a new establish ment, the Admiralty Research Laboratory at Teddington, directly under the control of D.S.R. and intended for the prosecution of fundamental and Service scientific research. He was responsible directly to the Third Sea Lord and Controller of the Navy* 'for the general direction and organization of research work for naval purposes advising on programmes of research and proposals for specific investigations; the allocation of funds provided for research work for naval purposes; the efficiency of the organization of the " Naval Research Institute" and for making recommendations for the appoint ment of civilian scientific staffs at all Admiralty establishments where research work was undertaken. He was called upon to act in close association with the heads of Naval professional Departments, bearing in mind that the heads of these Departments were responsible to the Board, as they are now, for the efficiency of methods and material brought into use in the Naval Service.
'There is not a world of difference between the letter of the instructions of the first D.S.R. and those under which the Headquarters organization of the R.N.S.S. at present operates. There is, however, all the world of difference in the way the instructions are interpreted. In the early days, D.S.R. and his staffs concerned themselves almost wholly with "first principles" and very little indeed with the actual design of weapons and equipment. There were, I believe, two main reasons for this. The first was that a lot of those who wished to encourage scientific research in the Navy were donnish types whose ideas about the functions of a "Naval Research Institute" were strongly influenced by their university experience. They were themselves more in terested in the pursuit of basic knowledge than in the applications of research, and they were prone, bless their hearts, to look on the application of research as work for artisans. In the second place the Naval Technical Departments were inclined to regard the design of equipment and material for the Navy as a matter entirely separate from what the scientist calls scientific research. At the present day the process by which a laboratory investigation leads to a piece of service equipment is a practically continuous one. We no longer allow any divorce between "scientific research" and "development," nor is there now at any stage a sudden switch of responsibility as there was thirty years ago.
'The "Naval Research Institute," subsequently renamed the Admiralty Research Laboratory, was to concern itself primarily with investigations of first principles, i.e. with scientific research of a fundamental and pioneer character which might bear on naval interests. The problems to be investi gated were to be such as would probably find an application in the Navy, but the D.S.R. was, according to his Instructions, "to be encouraged as op portunity offered to carry out personally such researches as he was specially fitted to undertake." 'When, according to an explanatory note in the Navy Estimates for 1921/ 22, a research had reached a stage where work was necessary in the sea, the work was to be continued in an appropriate establishment, e.g. the Signal School or Mining School at Portsmouth, and for this purpose a small number of D.S.R.'s scientific staff were permanently housed in such Port establish ments.
'At that time the Admiralty establishments for which funds were found from the Scientific Research Vote were the Admiralty Research Laboratory, the Admiralty Engineering Laboratory, West Drayton, and the Gyro Research Laboratory in the R.N. College at Greenwich. In 1921 the staff of the Scientific Research and Experimental Department in the Admiralty consisted of the Director, a Principal Scientific Assistant, M r C. S. (now Sir Charles) Wright, and one Junior Scientific Assistant, myself, assisted by one Acting Minor Staff Clerk and seven temporary Clerical staff. The total number on D.S.R.'s scientific staffs was 39, the salary and wages bill was about £75 000, and the money available for scientific equipment, running Establishments and so on was just over £90 000 per annum. No direct comparison can be made between these figures and those shown in current estimates, since the Naval Technical Departments had their own technical staffs in their Establishments and separate funds for development. Thirty years later (1951) the number of scientific staffs allowed for was over 1250 the salary and wages bill was nearly £3-|-million; and the sum available for equipment, materials, etc. for research establishments, for contract work on research, and so on, was nearly £ 8 | million.
'One of the matters upon which the D.S.R. was called upon to advise was the conditions of service of the technical staffs who were serving under the Naval Technical Departments and elsewhere, and after a time these staffs were formed into three groups known as the Scientific, Technical and Chemical Pools. The scientists who had been appointed to D.S.R.'s own staff became part of the Scientific Pool and D.S.R. was made responsible for advising on such matters as appointments, promotions, grading, transfers, etc., for all three pools. This was the first major step towards the breaking down of the unnatural divorce between research and development.'
It will be seen from the extract that the Admiralty had built its organiza tion on the principle that the user departments were responsible for applying the results of research. However, by the simple device of the user departments being dependent upon the D.S.R. for the provision of the main part of their scientific manpower, F.E. was enabled to encourage a high scientific standard through most of the departments. There were many obstacles put in his way, however, and neither F.E. nor his immediate successors succeeded in penetra ting the fortified position of the Naval Constructors who were the traditional and official Technical Advisers to the Board of Admiralty. It was not until 1942 that the gates were opened largely through the work of Sir Geoffrey Taylor, F.R.S., working for the D.S.R. in Cambridge; Taylor solved the mystery of why explosion waves under water travelled upwards much more powerfully than they did sideways, contrary to the experiments and theories of the Naval Constructors.
Some hint about Smith's problems in dealing with entrenched depart ments can be gathered from his reference to 'After some unpleasant as well as some pleasant experiences I concluded that a scheme to teach Naval Officers their job was a mistake. ' One of the first tasks F.E. had was to build and man up the Admiralty Research Laboratory which was sited alongside the N.P.L. at Teddington in the south-western suburbs of London. This was a good location but there was a high wall topped with broken glass separating the two and the keys to a gate in the wall were under careful control. F.E. appointed Dr Charles V. Drysdale, C.B., O.B.E. as the first Superintendent.
The A.R.L. must have given great satisfaction to F.E., a man so happy in a laboratory. Indeed the A.R.L. was close to his home and he spent much time there even doing some research work on his own. His right-hand man at the Admiralty H .Q ., Mr C. S. Wright, and Mr John Buckingham, also at H.£L, found the A.R.L. an escape from the frustrations and politics of Head Office and they all played a useful part in the research work which went on at A.R.L.
Yet it was on the political side that F.E. showed his greatest strength. By dint of perseverance, skill in judgment and advocacy and by willingness occasionally to compromise (for which he was criticized by his staff), he built up a secure organization which won widespread admiration. Rear Admiral Sir Frederick Laurence Field, K.C.B., C.M.G., on leaving the post of Controller in 1923, reported to the First Lord of the Admiralty as follows:-'The formation of a Scientific Research Department in the Admiralty was by no means regarded with unqualified approval by the other Admiralty Departments and Outport Establishments, but Mr Smith has proved himself to possess, not only high scientific attainments, but also great administrative ability and unfailing tact. As a result I have received evidence from practically every department of the very valuable assistance they have received from the D.S.R. in dealing with many difficult problems relating to research and improvement of materials and in the appointments of the staff necessary to carry out such investigation. I have now no hesitation in stating that the Scientific Section of the Admiralty, working under the able direction of Mr Smith, has developed into a most valuable and essential adjunct of the Fleet.' This was said within three years of Smith's appointment.
The Naval Fleads of the Admiralty Divisions such as Gunnery, Signals (i.e. radio, etc.) and Mining, all of whom reported to the Controller, not only accepted but in time welcomed the secondment of scientists from D.S.R. In return this system put the security and promotion of scientific staff in the hands of people who could assess the worth of each man. It provided for the user direction of programmes and, at the same time, ensured flexibility for the interchange of ideas. It led in 1944 to the formation of the Royal Naval Scientific Service, a child of F. Brundrett (now Sir Frederick Brundrett).
In The ten years up to the Second World War were a period of frustration for F.E.'s successors, mainly because of the stringency in financial resources. However, there were a few bright spots and this war opened with the Navy having some high technology equipment such as the Asdic (for location of submarines), and its radio counterpart of R adar (by 1940). It possessed advanced non-contact mines and torpedoes and gunnery control systems. There were also some weak spots but the organization was there and it was quickly enlarged to play a very major part in the Second World War.
There were numerous expressions of regret when F.E. left the Admiralty where he had made many friends. The success of his work was recognized by Royal honours, the O.B.E. for his contributions in the First World W ar and the C.B.E. and C.B. earlier in his period at the Admiralty. These were soon to be followed by more.
T he D epartment of Scientific and Industrial R esearch
As is well known the D.S.I.R. was formally set up in July 1915 'for the promotion of industrial and scientific research'. It was given the in dependence of being supervised by a 'Committee of Privy Council' consisting of six Ministers and three other Privy Councillors. The Committee was assisted by an Advisory Council consisting of an Administrative Chairman and, initially, of seven eminent scientists, about one half of whom were in industry. It was nearly two years before the Department got fully under way.
Its first Permanent Secretary (chief administrator) was Sir Frank Heath who built and guided the Department from late 1916 until his retirement in 1927. M r H. T. Tizard (later Sir Henry Tizard) followed Heath but after only 2 years resigned to take up the Rectorship of Imperial College. Dr Smith, with his highly developed expertise in organization and administration, took his place and kept it for nearly 10 years. Many people will remember his delightful office in Old Queen Street overlooking St Jam es's Park. His successor was Dr E. V. Appleton, later Sir Edward.
The first half of Smith's period of office coincided with world-wide economic crises and financial retrenchment and the second half with growing inter national political uncertainty and anxiety. It is not surprising therefore that no very marked changes in D.S.I.R. activities occurred during that period. Nevertheless Smith had inherited a large and varied empire. Besides the Executive Committee of the National Physical Laboratory, there were in existence Boards concerned with Building, Chemistry, Food Preservation and Transport, Forest Products, Fuel, Metallurgy, Radio, W ater Pollution and with the Geological Survey. Most of these had specialist committees of their own, but in addition there were committees, reporting direct to the Advisory Council, for research into atmospheric pollution, dental materials, electro deposition, fabrics, geophysical survey, illumination, lubrication, steel structures and the application of X-ray methods to industrial research. Besides the National Physical Laboratory and the London and Edinburgh centres of the Geological Survey, there were fully operative new research stations or laboratories for research into building, chemistry, food preserva tion and transport, forest products, fuel and radio, together with a number of Many parts of this empire were new and the work involved in consolidation was heavy. Smith showed his skill in dealing with government departments, politicians and particularly with industrialists despite his (until then) limited experience with this latter type of citizen. A typical problem arose out of the demise of the Empire Marketing Board, which had been created by the Government in 1926 to foster, by various means including the support of research, the marketing of the produce of the Empire, and especially of raw materials. Among such produce foodstuffs took a very large place, and the marketing of many of them was hampered or restricted by their perish ability. Forest products also took a large place. The ending of this Marketing Board in 1933 could have brought down with it the research facilities which had been so successfully built up but, largely due to Smith's efforts, fresh financial arrangements were made with the self-governing countries of the Commonwealth and with the Colonial Office.
During Smith's period of office, the Industrial Research Associations dominated much of the thought but less of the finances of D.S.I.R. The original idea that all R.A.s should in a reasonable time become independent of Government finance was proving impracticable. Co-operation in research between companies which were in competition on the marketing side was not something that could thrive without cartel agreements unless independent finance was injected. Also the R.A.s were required to accept social responsi bilities such as training, information dissemination, standardization and customer co-operation.
The accepted economic philosophy of the time rejected the idea of the Government getting mixed up with business and industry, although it accepted that most of the finances of Government arose from their success and profits. On the other hand almost all education and a large part of the country's research was completely paid for by Government; how much better therefore it was for the Government to pay only about a quarter of the costs of a research programme which had passed the rigorous criteria of hard-headed industry.
The head-on collision between these opposing points of view found Smith in the middle. Nevertheless he and his colleagues on the Advisory Council and on his staff, thrashed out a new policy which enabled the R.A.s again to grow and incidentally to play a major part in the forthcoming war effort. The argument still goes on in 1972.
Road and traffic research was another example of the problems Smith dealt with. The Ministry of Transport had already set up a small experi mental station at Harmondsworth on the Great West Road. However, the Government of Smith's day decided to centralize its research. Accordingly in 1933 D.S.I.R. took over the station and renamed it the Road Research Laboratory. Smith appointed a Road Research Board and embarked on the development of a considerably enlarged programme. (Incidentally, in 1965, the Laboratory was transferred back to the Ministry of Transport.)
The R.R.L. served not only the Ministry of Transport but also the Ministry of Housing and Local Government, the Ministry of Aviation, the Air Ministry, the Home Office and Scottish Departments, as well as contractors, consulting engineers, plant manufacturers, producers of materials, police and others. Its links with these were close enough to enable full-scale tests to be carried into practice. A book could be written on the contributions this laboratory has made to road technology at home and abroad in the Common wealth. The laboratory also played a major part in the war.
Smith's interest in Road Research was renewed eight years after he left the D .S.I.R. Initially the Road Research Board was restricted by its terms of reference to problems of materials and methods of construction. A 1938 recommendation by the Alness Committee that scientific research should be initiated into road safety, was held up during the war, but was met in 1946 by widening the activities of the Road Research Board. Smith accepted the Chairmanship of this Board and was immediately busy with the revision of its terms of reference to cover safety and traffic and with the setting up of a structure of committees and scientific units to tackle the problems. The Board met monthly and every member was soon actively engaged in what was a large co-operative effort between scientists of many disciplines, physicists, mathematicians, chemists and engineers, together with doctors, police, ad ministrators and economists. The results of all this work, were mainly respon sible for the fact that the growth in the number of road accidents in relation to traffic fell significantly and became lower than in other European countries. During his period of office, the Zebra crossing was initiated, head-lights and rear-lights improved, the laws of traffic flow developed, and accident investigation was put on a firmer basis. Smith's enthusiasm and encourage ment were vital factors in the progress that was made by research into all the many problems of roads, road traffic engineering as well as safety and construction.
Smith was Chairman of the Road Research Board for nearly nine years and when he decided to retire in 1954 at the age of 78 he left a gap which was not easy to fill.
Smith's period as Permanent Secretary of D.S.I.R. ended with a severe personal set-back. For most of this period he had enjoyed and leaned on the support and friendship of Lord Rutherford, the Chairman of his Advisory Council. All this came to a sudden and tragic end by the unexpected death of Lord Rutherford. Smith was a man of great strength and self-confidence but nevertheless he went to pieces over this tragedy-'something that should never have been allowed to happen'-and he substantially withdrew from active participation in most of the many affairs with which he was concerned.
Within a year lie tendered his resignation from the Secretaryship much to the regret of Lord Runciman, the Lord President of the Privy Council.
Perhaps associated with this period of set-back was a curious incident. Between the issue of Who's Who for 1936 and that for 1937 the record of his birthday was changed to three years later, i.e. to 14 October 1879. His birth certificate at the Record Office, Somerset House and all the earlier records are consistent in giving his birthday as 14 October 1876. This change may have been a type-setter's up-turning of a '6' to a '9' which Smith probably did not at first notice because of the state he was in. Later on in his life he began to adopt the changed date.
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Biographical Memoirs
T he R oyal Society and other voluntary activities
One of the most striking characteristics of Smith's life was the interest he took in an enormous number and variety of tasks outside his direct responsi bilities. These started soon after he joined the Admiralty and gained momen tum while he was head of D.S.I.R. A further surge of such activities, associated with the Second World War, is described in a later section. ) was persuaded to contribute to the library a valuable set of documents relating to the Board of Longitude, which was established to find a method by which a ship could determine its position when at sea. This set was originally the property of Sir Joseph Banks and covered one hundred years from 1714. Banks was President of the Royal Society for forty-two years from 1778 and, while in this capacity, was Chairman of the Com missioners of the Board of Longitude.
One of the largest of the research funds in the hands of the Society, the Warren Fund, owes much to Smith. Mr Gordon Warren was a shipowner and company director and his interest in science predates Smith's tenure of office of Physical Secretary. In a codicil to his will prepared in July 1923 he directed that income from his residuary estate should be devoted to scientific and industrial research requesting that the Trustee Bank should act in con sultation with and under the advice of the Royal Society. Smith in office encouraged this interest and persuaded Warren to make a beginning before the provisions of the will would come into being. The outcome was a deed of covenant to finance a professorship or two research fellowships. Warren died suddenly on 6 July 1932 before these negotiations were finally completed. Indeed the day before his death W arren had lunch with Smith at the Athenaeum to mark the official announcement of the launching of the scheme.
Numerous complications could have arisen but Smith gained the co operation of the Trustees, Williams and Glyn's Bank Ltd, and the deed of covenant was deemed valid. There was a very good response to the announce ment. Dr W. Hume-Rothery was appointed the first W arren Research Fellow and held one of the Fellowships at Oxford for over twenty years until metallurgy finally became an accepted subject there.
It took Smith and his colleagues, together with the Trustees, four years more to set up the General Regulations for the W arren Research Fund. The part which this fund, now of capital value in excess of a quarter of a million pounds, has played in the support of physical research in this country needs no emphasis. Smith continued to assist as a member of the W arren Research Committee until 1940.
Smith had an even closer connexion with the R. W. Paul Instrument Fund. Paul founded in 1891 a company to manufacture electrical instruments and merged it in 1919 with the Cambridge Instrument Company, a director ship of which he held until he died in M arch 1943. The terms of his will no doubt owed much to Smith's close and long-standing friendship and advice. The income from the fund is designated to be applied for the following purposes:
'For the design, construction and maintenance of novel, unusual or much improved types of physical instruments and apparatus for investigation in pure or applied physical science, particularly in cases where a relatively large expenditure may be justified on experimental apparatus.'
The Trust Deed also went on to say, 'It is my desire and hope that the said Sir Frank Edward Smith and Dr William Eccles or such of them may survive me shall be among the six members of the Committee as originally constituted, they being fully acquainted with my objects in forming the R. W. Paul Instrument Fund. ' This last sentence not only brought Smith into the Chairmanship of the Paul Instrument Fund Committee but put him into a powerful position to provide its guidelines. For example, with Dr W. H. Eccles he produced a memorandum which included: 'We recall numerous discussions with M r Paul during the 1930's concerning the work of investigators like Busch on the electron lens, Knoll and Ruska on the electron microscope, Lawrence and others on the cyclotron, Zworykin on the iconoscope, etc. The investigators who developed these instruments were all highly qualified research physicists who had themselves conceived the basic idea of their instruments and meant to use them in a further advance. Each of these investigators worked on the design, construction and maintenance of the instrument he had conceived.
From this point of view we may regard the object of the Fund as being to help research workers on the extreme edge of advancing science to bring into existence the unknown or nearly unknown types of apparatus which will help or consummate their research. ' For the first fifteen years he ran the Fund well and efficiently; much of the business was quickly and amicably done by post. Unfortunately, as his health later deteriorated, he became rather difficult.
As a final example of the many things Smith did for the Royal Society, one perhaps might have expected to see reference to the Rutherford Memorial Fund. However, he took little or no official part in this but did aid un officially and successfully in the appeal. The war had produced a ten year delay and perhaps the wound caused by Rutherford's death had not healed. 
A CAREER IN INDUSTRY
After nine years as Secretary to the D.S.I.R. Smith decided to enter a different kind of career, perhaps to be his last as he was then sixty-two. He accepted an invitation from Lord Cadman, the Chairman of Anglo-Iranian Oil (later to become British Petroleum) to join the company as its 'Adviser on Scientific Research and Development'. Having spent nearly forty years in Government Service in the physics and engineering fields he must have been attracted by the new challenge of applied chemistry. But his success was partly due to the fact that he had come from the outside and he was able to see the new field with an objectivity denied those who had spent a lifetime cultivating it.
During the seventeen years that he was with B.P. he encouraged the re search staff as an adviser and philosopher rather than as an executive. He put his weight behind the company's policy of expanding research to the high level and reputation that it has today. He had an office at the Sunbury Laboratories as well as at Head Office.
Soon after he joined B.P. the war started and Smith was called to take on many other responsibilities as referred to in the next section. He did, however, play a major part in many of the problems the company had to face. For example it became necessary to expand the production of aviation spirit in Abadan from 50 000 tons to one million tons p.a. and this required quick solutions to many technical problems interlocked with production and even political problems. Smith played a major part in bringing the people together and his incisive mind led to rapid and effective decision-making and action.
Smith retired from B.P. in 1955, leaving behind many friends and ad mirers.
Overlapping His friendship with Sir Bernard came to an end in June 1956 when there was a 'palace revolt' and Smith voted with the majority of the Board to unseat the Chairman. This must have been a sad and difficult occasion for everyone concerned but especially for Smith because of his long and close association with the Docker family.
As with B.P., Smith played an active role in research and in training in B.S.A. and won the affection and admiration of all his colleagues. He helped in the company's apprentice and scholarship schemes, in which young men with appropriate qualifications were sent to technical colleges and universities. He personally interviewed every candidate to find out what were his ideas and motives. He also weighed up the chances of a successful conclusion in each case.
After retiring as a Director he retained for some years his association with the B.S.A. Group Research Committee and with the scholarship scheme. His correspondence with some of his old colleagues on the Board continued until his final illness. His last letter written from South Africa in 1964 at the age of 8 7 \ showed a remarkable clarity of thinking, a wide knowledge of the market for titanium alloys and the political difficulties in dealing with South Africa. This was his fourth visit to that country; his first visit on behalf of B.S.A. was in 1956. 
Publications
Smith's original work, so far as his publications show, was carried out exclusively while he was at the N.P.L. The bibliography, Appendix II, indicates the abrupt change when he left the laboratory for confidential and administrative work. The output of publications, particularly in the year 1908, is very impressive and even so the list omits numerous contributions to discussions and institute meetings. His presidential address to the Physical Society in 1925 makes an excellent summary of his and other people's de velopments in that important epoch of advances in electrical measurements. The address must have been an outstanding one because it was illustrated with a wealth of demonstrations which in effect meant participation by the audience. He finished by indicating what remained to be done to bring all standards into line with absolute c.g.s. units. Even more impressive is the variety of subjects which in the second period formed the basis of addresses and lectures. A glance down the list after 1930 will show his astonishing flexibility and his diverse interests. His crowning achievement in this respect was almost his last. Just before the war in Europe ended he gave the annual Three Cantor Lectures to the Royal Society of Arts. Chemical Age states that 'these three lengthy and detailed lectures were delivered entirely without notes . . . the lecturer took his audience on a tour which started with methane and ended with some of the highly complex hydrocarbon copolymers which have, in the form of " tailor-made plastics," played such a tremendously important part in the later stages of the war for instance, as dielectrics-and which are, after all, only at the beginning of their promising career. The next decade, Sir Frank asserted, will see the development of many new chemicals based on hydrocarbons, including not only fuels, but special rubbers and plastic materials with new properties and greater mechanical strength. ' Smith's brilliance as a lecturer can partly, at least, be attributed to the fact that he would spend days carefully revising his script and then hand it to his assistant just before he began to speak.
Personal
The author's problem as stated in the opening paragraph, becomes magnified at this point when an attempt should be made to bring to the reader's mind some picture of the man whose career has been so coldly described. Here the indebtedness to others who knew Smith well, becomes dominant. Naturally, however, their impressions were not necessarily con sistent. A start can be made by drawing on the remarks of one person who worked under Smith.
'Sir Frank was tall, erect in bearing, formal and courteous the epitome of the best of the old-type Colonial Governor! Also, in my opinion, neat and handsome. He was a non-smoker, non-drinker, a moderate eater, and free from any middle-age spread to the end of his days. While always main taining natural dignity, he was kindly, friendly and easy to talk to, provided one did not try to control the subject of the conversation. Sir Frank liked conversation that was worthwhile, that is with some substance. He was born in Birmingham and spoke with a slight local accent.
'For most of his working life he was a civil servant in the general sphere of science and technology, and this left its stamp on his approach to everything. He always remembered the rule that a "gentleman" is never ruffled and he had the knack of lowering the temperature at times of acute controversy but nobody could be keener or more enthusiastic when a real push was needed to achieve some urgent industrial objective. His eyes would sparkle when he got his ideas accepted.
'He always assumed the best in all those with whom he co-operated, and this, in turn, drew out the best from them. To his close associates he was never a seeker of the limelight and he usually was profuse in his acknowledgements of credit due to others. ' This was the general view of people who worked closely with and under Smith. On the other hand his contemporaries sometimes found him reserved 544 Biographical Memoirs to the point of aloofness. He was difficult to get to know perhaps because of a latent shyness, but it is unlikely that he suffered from an inferiority complex. He was the reverse of self-indulgent and believed in simple living. He was cautious with his money; he could often be seen in casual clothes on Saturday mornings in the local street market in Kingston trying to drive a hard bargain with the stall holders.
One of Smith's colleagues in his Admiralty days writes-£In those days neither F.E. nor I belonged to a club and usually we walked along together and had lunch at a place (Lyons or something similar). We usually ate about the same things (like sausages and mash) and I thought it was very noble of him (as it was) to have a cheap lunch which was all I could afford. ' A few enthusiasts including F.E. worked voluntarily on Saturdays at the Admiralty Research Laboratory. A very charming daughter of a high ranking Naval Officer also worked many Saturdays. Smith felt that there might be something improper about this and proposed to ask her not to do so. His colleagues, who did not suffer from the same strict Victorian up bringing, succeeded in holding him back! All people refer to his brilliant mind, its ability to jum p from one field or subject to another, to take in information, to ask pertinent questions and to come to a decision, the basis of which everyone understood. His ability to marry science and politics is obvious from his career and from the honours the grateful public showered on him.
At some periods, particularly during the second war, his popularity was strained because of an authoritative and inflexible manner but this manner was absent in his career in industry.
At all times he worked hard and there is no record of hobbies or outside interests. He did not travel very much, the major exceptions being his four journeys to South Africa. His first was when he and his wife attended the B.A. Meeting there in 1929. His third he took alone at the age of 86|. This re quired courage but he needed a break after the loss of his wife a little over a year earlier (September 1961). He so enjoyed the sea voyage and his visits to friends that he repeated the journey the next year.
In his contributions to electrical engineering and to the organization and application of scientific research, Frank Edward Smith ranks clearly as a great man.
